
 

 

Possible Inaugural Poem Discovered  

in the White House Briefing Room, January 22, 2017 

 

A great democracy is coming,   

perhaps as in the romance of 

those warm prairie days  

of cooling apple pies  

on homestead windowsills.  

But today,  

olive–skinned men and women  

who wear taqiyah and hijab, 

or Rodolfo from El Sur 

who cuts lettuce in Salinas for  

$9 an hour  

and gets sprayed by pesticides, or  

even that rabbi in Queens 

are reported by, cops, neighbors,  

kids on bikes.  

  

A great democracy is coming,  

perhaps as in the even-handed application  

of electrodes to genitals in Chicago, 

like in Honduras,  

learned at the School of the Americas;  

or as in those targeted soon 

to be vanished, asi todos los deseparcedos—  

the unknown 

numbers of the disappeared, 

whose families search for them still  

in Argentina, in Guatemala, in Chile.   

 

Yes—a great democracy,  

just as in The Heartland,  

where the black and brown Bronx  

must be amputated  

as dangerous because said to be gangrenous 

—to save the greater Homeland;  



 

 

daily, more and more Fatherland.   

 

Yes, a great democracy is coming,  

perhaps helped by a flicker  

of Reichstag Fire.   

 

Yes, O yes, a great democracy,  

where tongues will be cut out, fingers chopped  

and rapes in dank barracks.   

 

All who love democracy  

will be treated equally.  



 

 

 

Gameboy 

  …with drones, there are 

  no pilots to become casualties. 

  ―NPR report, September 4, 2007 

 

Some fast thumbs joystick 

kid from Vegas in this windowless  

desert room out by the Spring Range,  

sits 

in front of a huge quad array,  

backlit vid screens. 

Room in perpetual fluorescent daylight  

just like casinos downtown. 

Gets laser right on target, 

on the money, on the button,  

it’s a win. 

Collateralizes that insurgent  

Afghan wedding party. 

Breaks for ham sandwich,  

some pop and a smoke  

before ducking back 

into his trailer, 

Creech Air Force Base. 


